
Expert Opinions

Simon Greenleaf (1783-1853)
One of the founders of Harvard Law School, he authored the authoritative
three-volume text, A Treatise on the Law of Evidence (1842), which is still
considered ‘the greatest single authority on evidence in the entire
literature of legal procedure.’ Greenleaf literally wrote the rules of
evidence for the U.S. legal system. He was an atheist until he accepted a
challenge by his students to investigate the case for Christ’s resurrection.

‘Let [the Gospel’s] testimony be sifted, as it were given in a court of
justice on the side of the adverse party, the witness being subjected to
a rigorous cross-examination. The result, it is confidently believed, will
be an undoubting conviction of their integrity, ability, and truth.’

Sir Lionel Luckhoo (1914-1997)
One of the greatest lawyers in British history. He’s recorded in the
Guinness Book of World Records as the ‘World's Most Successful Advocate,’
with 245 consecutive murder acquittals. He was knighted by Queen
Elizabeth II – twice! 

‘I have spent more than 42 years as a defense trial lawyer appearing in
many parts of the world and am still in active practice.  I have been
fortunate to secure a number of successes in jury trials and I say
unequivocally the evidence for the Resurrection of Jesus Christ is so
overwhelming that it compels acceptance by proof which leaves
absolutely no room for doubt.’

Lee Strobel (1952-)
Yale-educated, award-winning journalist at the Chicago Tribune. As an
atheist, he decided to compile a legal case against Jesus Christ and prove
him to be a fraud by the weight of the evidence. As Legal Editor of the
Tribune, Strobel's area of expertise was courtroom analysis. He conducted
his examination with no religious bias, other than his predisposition to
atheism. Remarkably, after compiling and critically examining the evidence
for himself, Strobel became a Christian and wrote an award-winning book
called The Case for Christ, which I commend to you…

Lord Darling (1924-)
One time Lord Chief Justice, the most senior criminal law judge in the UK.

‘There exists such overwhelming evidence, positive and negative, factual
and circumstantial, that no intelligent jury in the world could fail to
bring in a verdict that the resurrection story is true.’



Evidence for Jesus’ Resurrection

“For what I received I passed on to you as of first importance: that Christ died for our
sins according to the Scriptures, that he was buried, that he was raised on the third day
according to the Scriptures, and that he appeared to Peter, and then to the Twelve. After
that, he appeared to more than five hundred of the brothers at the same time, most of
whom are still living, though some have fallen asleep. Then he appeared to James, then
to all the apostles, and last of all he appeared to me also, as to one abnormally born.”

(1) Eyewitness Testimony  (1Cor 15, Matt 28, Mk 16, Lk 24, Jn 20-21)

(2) Slightly Different Accounts No-one would believe it in a court of law if
a number of witnesses told exactly the same story. The Bible’s accounts
do have some slight differences, but not on the major issues, which is
exactly the sort of evidence that juries are used to taking very seriously.

(3) Women as Witnesses This was highly unusual at the time, and so was a
frankly ridiculous idea in those days if you were making something up.

(4) Many Different Appearances Jesus was seen by: Mary; the other
women; two people on road to Emmaus; the 11 remaining disciples and
others; just 10 disciples; the 11 again; 7 of them out fishing; all 11 twice
more; then over 500 people at one time.

(5) Non-Christians’ Evidence Reliable historians such as Tacitus, Pliny,
Suetonius and Josephus all record aspects of Jesus’ life, death and
resurrection. Caesar upped the penalty for grave-robbing in 40AD, and no-
one can explain that unless the resurrection happened.

(6) The Disciples’ Deaths Lots of people have died for various religions
down the years, and tragically many still do today (we think of the twin
towers, for example). But if they were dying for a hoax they would have
known – and who would really do that?

(7) Reliability of the New Testament The earliest existing bit is early 100s
AD, earliest full gospel early 200s, and complete version 300s. Compare
that to other texts:

Thucydides written C5th BC earliest copy 900AD 8 copies (1,400 yr gap)
Gallic Wars written C1st BC earliest copy 900AD 10 copies (1,000 yr gap)
Annals written C1st AD earliest copy 1100AD 20 copies (1,000 yr gap)
New Test/t written C1st AD earliest copy c.200 AD 5000+ copies  (200 yr gap)

(8) Eyewitness Accounts The earliest gospel (Mark) names some
eyewitnesses that later gospels (Matthew & Luke) don’t, even though they
had Mark’s account as they wrote. Why not? Probably because those
eyewitnesses had died, and so weren’t available any more.

Common Objections

(1) The Writers were Biased What do you think about Jewish historians of
the holocaust? Surely they’re the most reliable, as they have the most to
lose if their history is proved false. Their bias makes them ultra-reliable.
And the Bible writers weren’t always Christians, so their bias at the start
was against Christianity until overwhelming evidence convinced them.

(2) The Hearers were Gullible Really? Matthew was a tax-collector, and his
entire job revolved around not believing people’s made-up stories. Plus the
disciples were totally surprised at seeing Jesus again – they weren’t gullibly
expecting a risen Lord but were sadly mourning a dead friend. There was
no wish-fulfilment or hallucination here, as they didn’t expect to see him.

(3) Miracles don’t Happen This logic only works if you know everything.
For example, the last 300yrs seem to prove that monarchs of England
aren’t beheaded, but Charles 1st was! Others argue that those days were
pre-scientific and primitive, but the whole idea of miracle is based on the
concept of a ‘normal’ – fishermen were convinced Jesus was God when he
calmed a storm, since they knew that wasn’t normal and was a miracle.

(4) Science Tells us Everything Not even scientists believe that! Science is
different to history. If you only believe what you can repeat in lab-test
conditions, then you can’t believe the Battle of Waterloo. It is always good
to ask scientists what the first historical event they believe with 100%
certainty is – not many will want to deny Waterloo, and none can prove it!

(5) Bible is Unreliable Myth First of all, Jesus isn’t like an urban myth
because we can date and place him – no-one can date or place King Arthur
or Robin Hood, but Jesus lived and died in Galilee and Jerusalem around
2,000 years ago. Secondly, why write a myth like that? Why write a hero
from a grotty town with un-married parents? Why imagine followers often
mistaken, letting others down, weak and foolish? And why choose two
writers not even in the 12 Disciples? Plus it’s a misunderstanding of what
myth really looks like. Here is C S Lewis:

‘I have been reading poems, romances, vision-literature, legends, myths
all my life. I know what they are like. I know that not one of them is like
this. Of this [gospel] text there are only two possible views. Either this
is reportage … or else, some unknown [ancient] writer in the second
century, without known predecessors, or successors, suddenly
anticipated the whole technique of modern, novelistic, realistic
narrative. If it is untrue, it must be narrative of that kind. The reader
who doesn't see this has simply not learned to read.’


